NOTE:

1. **MATERIAL:**
   - HOUSING: PA46, WITH 30% GF, UL94 V-0, BLACK COLOR.
   - CONTACTS: PHOSPHOR BRONZE.
   - SHELL: BRASS.

2. **FINISH:**
   - CONTACTS: (SEE TABLE) GOLD PLATED ON CONTACT AREA,
   - GOLD FLASH ON SOLDER TAIL
   - WITH ENTIRE CONTACT UNDERPLATED
   - 1.27µm [50µ"] MIN. NICKEL
   - SHELL: 0.508µm [20µ"] MIN. NICKEL PLATED.
   - POST DIPPED WITH TIN ON PCB GROUND TABS.

3. **WAVE SOLDER CAPABLE TO 265°C PER TE SPEC 109-202, CONDITION B.**

4. **OBSCURE PARTS:** OBSCURE CS STREAMLINING PER D.RENAUD/D.SHNISI

RECOMMENDED PCB LAYOUT
TOLERANCE: ±0.05 (TOP VIEW)

REF: 6.7 GRAMS
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CUSTOMER DRAWING

4-14-15
NOTES:
1. MATERIAL:
   - TRAY: PET
   - POLYLONE
   - SHIPPING BOX: CORRUGATED FIBER
2. DIMENSION:
   - TRAY: L=300mm, W=270mm, H=19mm
   - SHIPPING CARTON: L=560mm, W=310mm, H=210mm
3. QUANTITY: SEE TABLE
4. WEIGHT: SEE TABLE

20 DESICCATING AGENTS AT LEAST

TOP COVER
LABEL

TRAY

SEE DETAIL B

DETAIL B

MODULAR JACK CONNECTOR
RJ45, 8P8C, VERTICAL DIP TYPE

TE Connectivity

CUSTOMER DRAWING

A000799 C=1734577

1:1 SCALE  SHEET 4 OF 5
NOTES:
1. MATERIAL:
   TRAY: PET.
   POLYLONE POLYLONE
   BOX: CORRUGATED FIBER.
2. DIMENSION:
   TRAY: L=305mm, W=180mm, H=23.5mm
   INNER BOX: L=315mm, W=190mm, H=130mm
   BOX: L=420mm, W=345mm, H=275mm
3. QUANTITY: SEE TABLE
4. WEIGHT: SEE TABLE

DESICCATING AGENTS

TOP COVER
LABEL

INNER BOX

TRAY

SEE DETAIL P

DETAIL P

4 INNER BOX

LABEL

PACKAGING ONLY FOR 6-1734577-3

MODULAR JACK CONNECTOR
RJ45, 8P8C, VERTICAL, DIP TYPE

TE Connectivity

17.0 KG 13.3 KG 70 350 1400 6-1734577-3

GROSS NET PCS/ TRAY PCS/ INNER BOX WEIGHT WEIGHT BOX BOX PART NUMBER
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